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The same comment was entered three times and is outside the scope of this collection:

ID COMMENT RESPONSE
ED-2022-SCC-
0049-0006

120 days evaluation process in CPARS if contractor 
representative take response evaluation may completed with 
1st days and must closed with in 14 day and agency may 
award decision in 15th days , if contractor representative 
delayed may 61th day or may 120 days will required , upper 
all circumstance may after receiving notification from NSLC 
Helpdesk for comment or evaluation . Pursuant Federal 
Acquisition Regulation 42.12 United States Department of 
Education or transferor may responsible for Transfer property 
goods or financial instrument with in 30 days to tranferee if US
Department of Agency not take any response after response 
of Contracting Officer Representative response with 14 days 
after NSLC or CAPRS notification agency may noncompliance
under FAR Mandate or Regulation .
Federal Acquisition Regulation FAR supported my comment .

Grounds of this comment recipient or tranferees may seriously
affected by Adversary or financial criminals or cyber 
competitors .
My analysis about it ,I behalf an organization which had large 
business working capital for starting business had several 
agency or department approval but obligation transfer period 
cyber competitor with adversary affected my computer and 
civil rights project or business institution yet not able to started
and United States of America also not be able fulfill 
obligations .
Another reason or grounds Financial student aid matter 
delayed cause US Adversary with my projects competitor 
making conspiracy if i have a fiduciary responsibility specific .

Thank you for 
taking the time 
to review and 
thoughtfully 
consider the 
collection of 
information by 
the electronic 
Application for 
Approval to 
Participate in the
Federal Student 
Financial Aid 
Programs. 
We will continue 
to process 
applications 
timely.

ED-2022-SCC-
0049-0005

120 days evaluation process in CPARS if contractor 
representative take response evaluation may completed with 
1st days and must closed with in 14 day and agency may 
award decision in 15th days , if contractor representative 
delayed may 61th day or may 120 days will required , upper 
all circumstance may after receiving notification from NSLC 
Helpdesk for comment or evaluation . Pursuant Federal 
Acquisition Regulation 42.12 United States Department of 
Education or transferor may responsible for Transfer property 
goods or financial instrument with in 30 days to tranferee if US
Department of Agency not take any response after response 
of Contracting Officer Representative response with 14 days 
after NSLC or CAPRS notification agency may noncompliance
under FAR Mandate or Regulation .
Federal Acquisition Regulation FAR supported my comment .

Thank you for 
taking the time 
to review and 
thoughtfully 
consider the 
collection of 
information by 
the electronic 
Application for 
Approval to 
Participate in the
Federal Student 
Financial Aid 
Programs. 
We will continue 
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Grounds of this comment recipient or tranferees may seriously
affected by Adversary or financial criminals or cyber 
competitors .
My analysis about it ,I behalf an organization which had large 
business working capital for starting business had several 
agency or department approval but obligation transfer period 
cyber competitor with adversary affected my computer and 
civil rights project or business institution yet not able to started
and United States of America also not be able fulfill 
obligations .
Another reason or grounds Financial student aid matter 
delayed cause US Adversary with my projects competitor 
making conspiracy if i have a fiduciary responsibility specific .

to process 
applications 
timely.

ED-2022-SCC-
0049-0004

120 days evaluation process in CPARS if contractor 
representative take response evaluation may completed with 
1st days and must closed with in 14 day and agency may 
award decision in 15th days , if contractor representative 
delayed may 61th day or may 120 days will required , upper 
all circumstance may after receiving notification from NSLC 
Helpdesk for comment or evaluation . Pursuant Federal 
Acquisition Regulation 42.12 United States Department of 
Education or transferor may responsible for Transfer property 
goods or financial instrument with in 30 days to tranferee if US
Department of Agency not take any response after response 
of Contracting Officer Representative response with 14 days 
after NSLC or CAPRS notification agency may noncompliance
under FAR Mandate or Regulation .
Federal Acquisition Regulation FAR supported my comment .

Grounds of this comment recipient or tranferees may seriously
affected by Adversary or financial criminals or cyber 
competitors .
My analysis about it ,I behalf an organization which had large 
business working capital for starting business had several 
agency or department approval but obligation transfer period 
cyber competitor with adversary affected my computer and 
civil rights project or business institution yet not able to started
and United States of America also not be able fulfill 
obligations .
Another reason or grounds Financial student aid matter 
delayed cause US Adversary with my projects competitor 
making conspiracy if i have a fiduciary responsibility specific .

Thank you for 
taking the time 
to review and 
thoughtfully 
consider the 
collection of 
information by 
the electronic 
Application for 
Approval to 
Participate in the
Federal Student 
Financial Aid 
Programs. 
We will continue 
to process 
applications 
timely.


